The SWAPO Party Election Manifesto officially launched.

Elections are about the winning of the hearts and minds of electors. In the case of the SWAPO Party is it the retention of the mandate that the Party already has. However, we are saying that this is not satisfactory to the SWAPO Party.

"It is incumbent upon us to ensure that our discourse is brought on board and new or other recrudes are brought into the Party and find comfort in voting and securing a better future for the Party. The responsibility of election is a mammoth task which compels a Party of our caliber to mobilise and garner all the resources that can mobilise for the winning of all the election machineries. SWAPO Party is by far the only Party that commands a magnitudinal human resource capability to mobilise effectively harnessed, is sure to guarantee delivery of cataclysmic and devastation defeat of the opposition party. In these circumstances, the SWAPO Party must be the first to assure the people that they will face the elections with decorated forces. They must all face the blunt of the pendulum and made to be disassembled not ever to think and conceive of resuscitation. "

"Effective administrative machineries must be employed to ensure our well-deserved victory. The High Level Preparatory Workshop for the Regional Top Leadership Elections for the Regional Top Leadership must reach deep into its core of intellect and ponder if they have still not delivered the elections can be won."

"When the history of Namibia is written one day, SWAPO will go down as having stood firm while others have wavered, that it fought for the liberation of the country where others compromised", a wise man and magnificent man I said Cde EKandjo: "Our Party is the only Party that can do it and we say so. Our Party will continue to preserve the annals of our people."

"For the SWAPO Party is facing is her ever changing processes that come."